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– Provides a single access point for vendors seeking to do business with the USMC and Marine Corps Systems Command.

– Demonstrates how MARCORSYSCOM does business, explains our acquisition process, and provides insight on how the Marine Corps is organized and equipped.

– Links vendors directly to the opportunities available through the MARCORSYSCOM, USMC, and the Federal Government.
Welcome to the MarCorSysCom Vendor Information Page

Mission
To provide a single information and access point for vendors seeking to do business with the USMC & Marine Corps Systems Command (MARCORSYSCOM). This site explains the MARCORSYSCOM acquisition Process, demonstrates how MARCORSYSCOM does business, provides links to related DoD and Federal Agencies, and provides insight into how the Marine Corps is organized and equipped. The site also provides links to resources that help vendors better understand concepts and programs the USMC is considering that may provide future business opportunities for the vendor community.

DPAP
Defense Procurement and Acquisition Policy (DPAP) has broad responsibility for acquisition policies. Our focus is on procurement and acquisition as an integrated acquisition process.

ACSS
ACSS is vested with the responsibility for developing, implementing and executing a comprehensive Advisory and Assistance Services (A&AS) program for the Marine Corps Systems Command. This consolidated office functions in an independent manner to coordinate requirements, establish contractual relationships, provide analytical and procurement planning services, and ensure appropriate regulatory compliance.

Contracts
Integrated with our program offices, we support Marine Corps Systems Command in developing and implementing integrated and innovative business solutions to meet the needs of warfighters/customers and expectations of taxpayers, drawing on the excellence of our people and our industry partners.

SADBU
Marine Corps Systems Command is responsible for providing research, development, and acquisition of equipment, information systems, training systems, and weapon systems to satisfy all approved material requirements of the Marine Corps.
Marine Corps Systems Command Opportunities

ACSS
Acquisition Center for Support Services coordinates requirements, establishes contractual relationships, provides analytical and procurement planning services, and ensures appropriate regulatory compliance.


CEOss Informational Brief - Quick overview of the Commercial Enterprise Omnibus support services within the ACSS.

CEOss Frequently Asked Questions

Contracts
Develops and implements integrated and innovative business solutions to meet the needs of Warfighters, customers and expectations of taxpayers, drawing on the excellence of our people and our industry partners.

MarCorSysCom Business Opportunities - Synopsis, solicitations and amendments for requirements.

SADBU
Small and Disadvantaged Business Utilization is responsible for providing research, development, and acquisition of equipment, information systems, training systems, and weapons systems to satisfy all approved material requirements of the Marine Corps.

OMBUDSMAN
Provides information to parties interested in business opportunities at MARCORSYSCOM, serving as an advisor to the Commander on business issues affecting the Command, and ensuring that opportunities for competition are provided to all capable parties.
Policies

Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR)

The Federal Acquisition Regulation System is established for the codification and publication of uniform policies and procedures for acquisition by all executive agencies. The Federal Acquisition Regulations System consists of the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR), which is the primary document, and agency acquisition regulations that implement or supplement the FAR.

Hill AFR

GSA

Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement (DFARS)

The Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement (DFARS) is the Department of Defense supplement to the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR).

Hill AFR

DPAP

DFARS PGI - DFARS PGI is being developed as a companion resource to the DFARS; a result of the DFARS Transformation effort chartered by the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology and Logistics (USD(AT&L)). DFARS PGI is a new, web-based tool for the entire acquisition community to simply and rapidly access — via the World Wide Web — non-regulatory Department of Defense (DoD) procedures, and guidance and information relevant to FAR and DFARS topics.

DFARS Changes

DAPC

Defense Acquisition Policy Center (DAPC) - DoD Directive 5000.1 and Instruction 5000.2

DoD SADCUS

Policies, Regulations, and Orders pertaining to Small and Disadvantaged Businesses desiring to do business within the DoD.
Guidebooks & Resources

AT&L
AKSS stands for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics Knowledge Sharing System. Your window to DoD knowledge, the AKSS provides the right information, in the right place, at the right time. The AKSS supplies mandatory acquisition reference documents and a wealth of other relevant acquisition resources.

Complete listing of Guidebooks and Handbooks

NECO Vendor User Guide
A "How To" on using the Navy Electronic Commerce Online (NECO) website.

Defense Acquisition Guidebook
The purpose of the Guidebook is to provide members of the acquisition community and our industry partners with an interactive, on-line reference to policy and discretionary best practice.

DAG Tutorial

DCMA Guidebook
DCMA Instruction / DCMA Guidebook

DoD Procurement Technical Assistance Program (PTAP)
PTA Centers are a local resource available at no or nominal cost that can provide assistance to business firms in marketing products and services to the Federal, state and local governments.

Guide to DoD Contracting Opportunities
This guide is for companies based in the United States.

Guide to DoD Contracting Opportunities
This guide is for foreign companies.

Industry-Government Partnering Resource Guide
The Industry-Government Partnering Working Group was created in August 1997 at the direction of Mr. John Douglas, ASN(RDA), to explore industry-government partnering opportunities within the Department of the Navy acquisition process. The working group developed this resource guide to document its findings and to provide information and examples related to industry-government partnering.
Commonly used acquisition tools

Tools

EP2
The Enterprise Procurement Portal (ePP) provides ACSS staff, Commercial Enterprise Omnibus support service (CEOss) vendors and PGD Customers with a collaboration portal designed to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of the task order award process.

EP2 Vendor User Guide
EP2 Customer User Guide

WAWF
Wide Area Workflow – Receipts and Acceptance (WAWF) is a secure web-based system for electronic invoicing, receipt and acceptance. WAWF creates a virtual folder to combine the three documents required to pay a vendor – the contract, the invoice and the Receiving Report. The WAWF application enables electronic form submission of invoices, government inspection, and acceptance documents in order to support DoD’s goal of moving to a paperless acquisition process.

Government User Smart Sheet
Web Based Training (WBT)
WAWF Test Site

VMFCON
Where in Federal Contracting? (VMFCON) serves the federal and state acquisition and the federal assistance community, including public and private organizations, by providing quick access to acquisition and assistance information such as contracting laws and pending legislation, current and proposed regulations, guidance, courts and boards of contract appeals, bid protest decisions, contracting new slates, selected analysis of federal acquisition issues, federal assistance policy, daily listings of grants and cooperative agreements, archived listings of grants and cooperative agreements, and federal assistance sites.

PRBuilder
PR Builder is used to automate the front end phase of the procurement process, transmittal of the PR data to the contracting office, including importing into the Standard Procurement System (SPS), and to facilitate the procurement phase.

RPG
The Regulation, Policy, and Guidance (RPG) Comparison Tool allows you to simultaneously view subparts of the most current versions of the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR), the Defense FAR Supplement (DFARS), the DFARS Policy, Guidance and Information (DFARS PGI), the Navy Marine Corps Acquisition Supplement (NMACARS) and the Navy Marine Corps Acquisition Guide (NMCAO).

Turbo Streamliner
Turbo Streamliner is a repository of acquisition definitions, principles, best practices, lessons learned, references, sample contractual language, and related web sites.
United States Marine Corps Information

USMC Home Page
The United States Marine Corps Home Page

C4 Campaign Plan
This campaign plan explains how marine corps command, control, communications, and computers (c4) supports the marine corps advocates and marine forces in mission accomplishment. It provides an overview on how marine corps c4 fits into the overall global information grid (gig) architecture to connect personnel, systems, and information worldwide to achieve decision superiority.

Concepts and Programs
Concepts and Programs offers a "once across the Corps" perspective that includes a description of our conceptual view of warfighting, an overview of the operations of the past year, and an examination of the specific programs that will provide our Marines technologically superior weapons platforms, systems, and equipment.

HQMC
Headquarters, United States Marine Corps
PA - Marine Corps Public Affairs serves as a link between Marines and the public and must facilitate the instantaneous flow of information that is generated through the 24-hour news cycle, the internet and cellular communications.

MCCDC - The Marine Corps Combat Development Command develops Marine Corps warfighting concepts and determines associated required capabilities in the areas of doctrine, organization, training and education, equipment, and support and facilities (DOTES) to enable the Marine Corps to field combat-ready forces; and participate in and support other major processes of the Combat Development System (CDS).

Doctrine - The Marine Corps Doctrine Division coordinates development, publication, and maintenance of Marine Corps Service doctrine; coordinates Service input to the development, publication, and maintenance of joint, combined multi-Services, and naval doctrine, and participates in matters of standardization, terminology, and other combat development system processes.

LOGCOM - Marine Corps Logistics Command
PP&O - In both joint and service functions, the Plans, Policies, and Operations (PP&O) department is structured and chartered to serve as the Commandant's principle staff agency for the development and articulation of a wide spectrum of concepts, plans, and policies; and to direct and supervise execution and/or implementation of those policies.

The Marine Corps Warfighting Laboratory
The Marine Corps Warfighting Laboratory conducts concept-based experimentation to develop and evaluate tactics, techniques, procedures and technologies in order to enhance current and future warfighting capabilities.
For Questions and Suggestions contact:

» Webmaster – Webmaster@mesc.usmc.mil – 703-432-3063

» Corporate Communications Directorate – 703-432-3958

http://www.marcorsyscom.usmc.mil/Vendor/
QUESTIONS